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Then the partner comes through internet or newspaper. Now look at the dasha he was running was of Saturn as MD and Jupiter as AD. Rahu: Unorthodoxy, rebellion, confusion, attention, propaganda, new technology, grandparents, sudden changes, ups and downs. Sun: Throw jaggery in the flowing water. Will I get suspended from job: If 10th CSL
shows 8th house, then suspension will take place. Marriage & Relationship… 42 6. So one has to choose both the static promise ( shown by 10th CSL ) & dynamic promise ( Shown by Dasha ) and deliver the judgement. Huge Loss & Loss by servant: Planet placed in 6th house or the lord of 6th house placed in the nakshatra of planet placed in 8th or
the lord of 8th. There may be abortion also if the same suspal sublord is connected to 8th house also. Rule No. 2 Result comes in the joint period of planets which is known as Mahadasha, Antardasha and pratyantardasha ( MAP ). Business or profession related to 12th house: Planet placed in 12th or the owner of 12 th placed in the nakshatra of a
planet placed in 10th or owning 10th will give connection to the foreign companies, banks and business on international level. Pathy or medical treatment one should take to recover from disease. They like to live in an tenanted house rather than having their own. I really pray to god to give him & his family a life full of health, wealth and happiness.
For all the fixed signs, 9th house is badhak. Golden Rule 1: I have observed in my professional practice that the house occupied by the nakshatra of 10th Cuspal Sub lord is the most important house in your career. Life span of an individual. 4th house is the prime house of property 11th house is the house of your hopes and wishes 12th house is the
house of expenditure and investment 9th house is the house of loss of property for other person Sale of property Sale of property is seen through the 10th house. We are a non-profit group that run this website to share documents. However this method applies to antardasha only as during a mahadasha the first antardasha is of that MD lord itself.
Rule No. 3 While timing any event or answering any query. The book starts with the basics of KP astrology and end up with the remedies to be performed for various issues and the combination required while analysing any birth or horary chart. Rahul Kaushik Jyotish Vedang Mob: +91-9873004668 Now a days there are many kind of treatment
available in medical sciences. Those who are interested in learning more about the subject can subscribe to channel jyotish vedang by Rahul Kaushik on YouTube. However for every planet, remedy needs to be performed regularly for 43 days. For example 6th house is 12th house from 7th house which is the prime house for marriage. Still there will
be gains (11th house shown by sub lord ) even after this situation and it will not get worst because of 11th house at sub level. For all the Dual signs, 7th house is badhak. Put a lid over it and keep it in your kitchen. building very near to their home. Combination 1 5 9 11 is good for Dual ascendants. Signs are the sectors which fall in different houses as
per the ascendant. Utilizing the energy of houses in astrology 6th house: Preparing for any competitive exams, start doing exercise on regular basis and visiting court regularly. Want more? Apart from that traditional treatments are also there. Last but not the least, I thank Late Sh. KS Krishnamurthy ji & Late Sh. Suresh Saharshney ji for their
greatest contribution to KP astrology. Ruling Planets… 54 8. In case of getting disturbed due to police cases or number of cases. Rahul sir has clarity of concepts in all branches of astrology and mastered the subject. Closure of company & starting of company again: 10th Cuspal sublord showing 8,12 showing closure of company. In case of continuous
financial problems. Suspension Loan & Payment Recovery Receiving or getting money back / loan PK 6th CSL showing 2 & 3 , person will receive money of his choice. 5 9 shows change of job and 5 9 12 shows remaining absent from job. Job & Business Xth Cuspal Sub lord holds the key of profession in your chart. Take the main house Cuspal Sub
Lord and see whether it promises the event ornot. (Note: If the question is horary based and main cuspalsublord is retrograde, then event won’t take place until it becomes direct. Then one will have very huge financial loss. They have their home quite disorganized. Also I would like to thank my real friends Anil Malik ,Mahesh Soni & Amit Tiwari for
always encouraging me to march ahead in the field of astrology. Age difference among the partners There will be a normal age difference of about 3 to 4 years if 7th Cuspal Sublord is Sun, Moon, Mars, Mercury, Jupiter and venus. 4. Working women Profession of partner is seen through the 4th Cuspal Sublord. But the same dasha lord should be
connected to mercury or dual sign. of India. Vidhi tyagi for un conditional support and sacrifice in my astrological journey. In this case, we have to keep in mind the concept of natural malefic and benefic will help a lot. Example: Good health 09/02/1961 02:15 pm , Delhi This is a chart of a person who is quite old now but remained fit throughout his
life. This question is not very easy as a person who is working as a teacher might be working as a Restaurant owner in the next Maha dasha. It transited through the sign of scorpio whose lord is mars. The lagan when transit into the sign star of the ruling planet. Therefore, the next sign in which Moon will transit will be cancer ruled by moon. As you
see in both the working profile of this person. In that case the transit of Moon will be considered. ( Note: The above rule is very much applicable in horary ) Rule No. 5 After analysing the promise of event, pick out the planets which are capable of delivering the result. Resign or leaving Job: Planet placed in 10th or 6th house house or the lord of 10th
house or 6th house placed in the nakshatra of planet placed in 9 th or 5th or the lord of 9th or 5th . Will I get a tenant? If the same shows 1 5 11 through its nakshatra or being untenanted. In case of strength of ruling planets, we always need to follow the hierarchy. Same MD lord if also placed in the nakshatra of a planet placed or owning 2, 6 , 11.
(Untenanted Cuspal Sub Lord of a particular house also becomes a strong Fruitful significator for that house. Remedy: Remedy of moon will serve the purpose. AD planet placed in 12th house from MD planet will bring loss or huge expenditure. The same way we can calculate for event to be happened in years through Jupiter Transit. Saturn: Focus,
Misfortune, grief, separation, longevity, limitation, responsibility, discomfort, limitation, shame guilt anxiety. Jupiter: Liver, fatty acids, cancer, sugar, apoplexy, tumours and enlargement of any organ. Money Making: Planet placed in the nakshatra of the owner of the 2nd house or the planet placed in 2nd house will bring money through own efforts
during its Dasha/Antardasha. They get loan very easily to purchase home. Natural Benefic: Moon Venus Jupiter Mercury Natural Malefic: Saturn Rahu Ketu Mars Sun ( Mild Malefic) Property purchased in the dasha of benefic will always be a good looking property. The event will not take place at all. The people don’t have the house or the property
purchased on their name. In case someone asking for permanent job. 9th house: Religion,law, higher education, insights, Guru, Father, long distance travel, Internet, grandparents, Ancestors (Pitra), luck, Higher Learning. They have quite a peaceful and healthy home environment because of Jupiter being the most benefic planet. For all the movable
lagna, 11th house is Badhak. These people are advised to check the history of the property they are going to purchase. 11th house is bad for all the movable ascendants. Mix them both and throw in the running water. The difference will be big if 7th cuspal sublord is Saturn. He is an exceptionally good teacher and a very hard working astrologer. Even
one has to close the business in many cases. Leo is having three nakshatra ruled by Ketu, Venus and Sun. Bickering in married life When dasha planet is connected to 1 , 8 and 12 house and somehow connected to moon or rahu through aspect or conjunction or getting in the star or sub of these planets results in bickering of married life due to
doubtful nature, madness and lunatic behaviour. There are many systems through which remedy can be performed but lal kitab has supremacy among all. Therefore, Lagna Star (Optional) and Lagna will always be strong and day lord will be the weakest. However if you purchase the property in dasha of malefic. Customers increased MD lord
signifying 3rd house will bring customers in largenumbers. Rahu: Yunani will be good. Finally these are the fruitful Significators only which delivers the result. See whether 1 5 9 are not operating in AD and AD lord should not be mercury or in the Nakshatra of Mercury. Donating sweet pudding equivalent to your weight can nullify many problems
specially those related with rahu. Normally we take four ruling planets which are: Lagna Lord , Moon Star Lord, Moon sign Lord and day lord. If this planet is indirect , then wait till it get direct. Therefore the combination of 1 5 11 is good for all the fixed ascendants. In a horary chart, if 6th Cuspal Sublord signifies 4, 6 or 11 through its nakshatra or
being an untenanted planet. Results will come to an individual during his MAP (Mahadasha, Antardasha and pratyantar dasha). Disease and cure Health is a very crucial point for every individual. 8th Cuspal Sublord signifies 4th or 11th through its nakshatra or being an untenanted planet. It shows getting good and easy money through customers.
Usually they have water related problems in their house. Infect this seems very logical to say that health is wealth. the dasha of the planets signifying 3, 5 and 10 indicates the time of sale of property. However if 7th Cuspal Sublord is the star of a retrograde planet. Its Nakshatra lord is Sun placed in the 5th house. In case of Rahu/Ketu money
received by telling the false reason and signing on fake documents. Mercury: any electropathic treatment will be helpful. Here 7th CSL is Saturn showing 5th house at Nakshatra level. In that case transit of sun will help you in knowing the team. 1st Cuspal Sub lord through its Star lord or being an untenanted planet signifying both short and long life
combination means a medium life span for an individual. If it is in nakshatra of retro planet, then the name will not be there in the current list. It is clearly indicated that the problem will be there and they will be severe too. It was transiting in the rashi of Venus. Sign & Nakshatra in which these two are placed becomes the medium. Apart from these
there are certain other remedies also which can be performed. Mars or in NL of Mars: receiving suddenly but in question of getting the given money back, then you have to apply all the tricks even dirty one. Reunion in marriage This can be more precisely predicted through the help of horary chart. Money received from customers is to be seen
through 6th Cuspal Sub lord. Mercury: Intellect, Intelligence, Speech, Networking, Communication, Writing, Acting and short distance travels. Dasha Pravesh Paddhati 9. Houses are always fixed and constant. Jupiter: Breathing problems, lungs, Leprosy, Jaundice. Delay in Marriage: Marriage is delayed if 7th cuspal sublord through its nakshatra lord
or being an untenanted planet signifies the houses 4, 6 and 10. Business Expansion: MD lord if placed in 9th house or 9th lord itself will give you good market. 8th house: Occult, lottery, chronic disease, surgery sudden gain, sudden loss, unearned money, depression, technical work, factory production, humiliation, inheritance, suicidal tendencies,
procrastination, sham Shan. Repetition of a RP doesn’t make it the strongest so hierarchy needs to be followed. Ketu: through mantra healing. Event happening within a month If you know that any event has to take place within a month. Will I get a new job along with the present one: 6Th CSL if connected to Mercury or placed in Dual signs along
with the Dasha/Antardasha connected to mercury or dual sign. Venus: Throat, kidneys, sedentary habits, tonsillitis, skin disease, sugar, kidneys. He was working as an Electrical engineer in Product development department in an well reputed electrical products manufacturing company. Planets Becoming the cuspal Sublord and their effects If Sun
becomes the 4th Cuspal Sub lord: It has been observed that these people gets property in inheritance. I personally feel that this is only because of the grace of his guru and almighty. The sign falling in the 1st house of your Horoscope is known as your ascendant. MD and AD planet giving gain or loss: AD planet placed in 2nd house from MD planet
will bring money to the native. 6th house: loans, litigation, enemy, competition, job, service, disease, maternal uncle. Jupiter: Wealth, fortune, dharma, religion, knowledge, higher wisdom, ethics, morals, long distance travel, teaching, Guru, Father, traditions. It will tell you the complete story. It shows a disease free body. 6th Cuspal sub lord through
its Nakshatra lord or being an untenanted planet signifying the houses 6 8 12 shows a diseased body and a serious disease. Rahu: Any kind of fever, Brain related problem ( even brain dead case also ), any mis happening like accident, plague, sudden injury. Will I get a new job after leaving the Present one: MD lord signifying 5 or 9 along with 2,6,10
will get you a new job after leaving present one. Some religions are advised to donate 10% percent of their earning in charitable work. Moon: Insomnia, sensation gone, Cold, Cough Remedy: Perform remedy of sun. Remedies In astrology… 57 62 Basics of KP astrology North Indian Chart South Indian Chart Four components of a birth chart or Kundli
Houses Sign Ascendant Planet Houses are the domain of our life where the energies of planet and sign operate. Anuj Gaur August 2019 Contents 1. Same way if you are experiencing bad results of 12th house like loses, huge expenditure or isolation, then you can positively utilize the energy of this house by start investing, getting involved in a
business involved in import or export and most important is doing charity. If 7th cuspal Sublord is Venus or connected to it and becomes the significator of 3rd house. Apart from this, 7th cuspal sublord should be a strong significator of 2nd and 11th house. Jupiter: Ayurveda will be useful. It clearly shows that god has finalized a destination for every
individual and it is fixed. During a prashna chart if 6th CSL becomes mercury or its nakshatra lord is mercury. Ketu: Offering sweet breads to the street dogs. Description of houses in astrology 1st House: self, appearance, attitude, body and gains through self-efforts. will Saturn: won’t get the expected amount and have to put many effort in getting
back the money. 3. Planet placed in the nakshatra of the owner of the 10th house or the planet placed in 10th house will bring rise in profession and status during its Dasha. If we look at this astrologically, we will notice that doing this is an activity to satisfy your 12th house. If 4th Cuspal sublord shows the houses 4, 8 and 12 indicates that one will
get a working partner. The place where they live are the haunted one. Example 2: In the chart below the lady gave birth to a daughter in the Venus mahadasha and mercury antardasha. 10th cuspal Sub Lord is Rahu placed in the 9 th house. If these planet placed in the Nakshatra of planet placed in the 12th house or the owner of 12th house. During
March 2000, native appeared in the board examination and stood second in the class. As we already know that the event has to fructify few Days later, we will not consider the transit of Moon in Aries sign. Keep this in your kitchen. The event will take place. But the way of reaching that point could be different based on the selection through your
karma. But problem lies in the sub lord showing 4 8. Note: Here we have to note that 9th and 11th house are not good houses for every ascendant. Also the actual result delivering ruling planets are those whose Nakshatra lord is also signifying the event. As we already know that the event is far therefore the next sign in which sun will transit will be
cancer ruled by moon. Jupiter nakshatra lord is clearly indicating the houses 6 8 12 and the sub lord is also supporting it through 12th house. They are actually the planets in which time periods, the result will come. He is the one true inspiration in my life. Business goes down or might get closed. Now, Moon is there in the ruling planets. Their houses
are mainly on the name of their mother. Mars Bad: Throw revadiyan in the flowing water. Mars is already a significator of property because of which these people gets a home very easily. If you are doing this intentionally then events related to these places may bypass as you are already there where your planets wants you to be. 1st Cuspal Sub lord
through its star lord or being an untenanted planet signifying 1 5 9 11 shows long life of an individual. Remedy: Perform remedy of Sun. Saturn: Blockages, gall bladder, chronic illness, phobias, painful injury, believing that I can’t be cured. Moon: Keep water or milk at the head side in night and pour it in any thorny plant or keekar in the morning.
Mercury: Small pox or chechak, Brain related problems, Nervous system, Teeths or not being able to smell. Getting Job: 6th CSL signifying : 2 6 10 11 shows getting a job. Normally every person in his lifetime have some kind of disease once for sure. During the dasha of the planets signifying 6th and 8th ,tenant will vacate the house. Your duty is to
stay connected with that house directly or indirectly in your profession. 10th house: branding. Lagna Lord: Moon Moon Star Lord: Ketu Moon Rashi Lord: Sun Day Lord: Mars Now if Moon is in the pieces which is ruled by Jupiter. It is very bad in terms of education as it shows 5 8 at sub lord level. Then treat any planet as per MAP or the conditions.
Same way everyone has to look at the house occupied by the nakshatra lord of your 10th Cuspal Sublord. Members of the wife’s family resides in the house. This is how result get reversed by applying dasha pravesh paddhati. Now look at the 7th Cuspal Sub lord. Rahul Kaushik August. Whenever Moon will transit in a sign and nakshatra ruled by
ruling planets, the event will take place. Please help us to share our service with your friends. BUSINESS: Tenth cuspal sub lord if signifying 7th house shows one can or will do business. They also have to struggle a lot for getting a home. Root Cause of every problem in Astrology Remedial Basis of 8th and 12th house: Before entering into field of
astrology, I used to visit an astrologer near my place but he is no more. After entering into field of astrology, I observed that an individual used to visit hospitals, court and police stations especially when 8th house is operating in MAP. This is how things get reversed after applying dasha pravesh paddhati. If Mercury becomes the 4th Cuspal Sub lord:
These people don’t take much interest in domestic activities. Partnership In business becomes possible if 7th cuspal sub lord becomes a significator of 10th house. I will be adding some more techniques through which readers can predict any event. In my next editions of the same book. Then during Mars dasha child birth can take place even if Mars is
not signifying child birth strongly through its script.) Rule No. 6 After picking out the fruitful significators for a particular planet. Then planets showing 2 6 10 11 along with 7th will get start the business. Huge Profits & Turnover: Planet placed in the nakshatra of the owner of the 11th house or the planet placed in 11th house will increase profitability
and business runs smoothly during its Dasha/Antardasha. Bad health is indicated if 1st cuspal sub lord through its Nakshatra lord or being an untenanted planet shows the houses 1 6 8 12 & Badhak. Example: Bad health 14/03/1956 10.30 am , Delhi This is a chart of a person who is bed ridden for many years and not able to even walk properly. Now
look at the Dasha pravesh of Jupiter. Ascendant Is the sign which was rising at the Eastern Horizon at the time of your birth. You have to check its pravesh or entry in a particular sign. Disease one will have during his life. Jupiter 4 Moon 8 Saturn 11 This shows there will be pain ( 8th house shown in result) because of domestic atmosphere ( 4th house
shown in source ). Description of Planets Sun: Soul (Atma Karaka), Govt., Father, Authority and leadership, Charisma, Vitality, Health, Ego and soul purpose. 5th house: love feeling, solutions, advising, entertainment, children, learning, creativity, Mantra, speculation. Ketu is again there as a ruling planet. Even if divorce is not there because other’s
horoscope is not supporting it. Ruling planets which are in the star of a Retrograde planet needs to be discarded immediately. They have a religious environment inside their home and arrange religious ceremonies time to time. This book is written in such a lucid and systematic manner that not even a beginner, but an expert in the subject will also
benefitted from the rules and methods mentioned inside the book. . For example if someone is running through the MD of Sun and it is in Nakshatra of a planet placed or owning 5th house. In this case one can choose profession related to 5th house like Advisor, Sports, Performing Arts. In case of a patient in ICU the best remedy is to take barley
equivalent to the weight of patient and mixed with milk with 1/4th weight of barley. Moon: Rules the stomach, ovaries, the lymphatic, disease connected with breast, eye trouble and lunacy. Success becomes really great if that same house is getting repeated in 10th Cuspal Sub lord signification. Health & longevity 1st cuspal sub lord holds the key to
health and longevity of an individual. They don’t get peace of mind until their old age. For judging the year, Jupiter transit will help. His dedication towards astrology is really commendable and encouraging. Major Change in Profession: If Coming MD is placed 12th from the current running MD. For example, if 8th house is activated during MAP, then
doing astrology as a profession or business is good for you. Moon or in NL of Moon: fast & received through mother, land or educational institution. Love Marriage Love marriage will take place in one’s life if 7th Cuspal Sublord through its nakshatra lord or being an untenanted planet signifies 5th house. In case of Rahu/ketu becoming the 7th cuspal
Sublord, there will be unorthodoxy among the pair because of cast, religion, height, colour or anything. The karaka of a event should also take into account. Rahu/Ketu will be added in RPs instead of replacing the original RP and more focus will be given to them. If Rahu becomes the 4th Cuspal Sub lord: This is the worst position for rahu being the
4th cuspal sublord. 4th house: mother, early education, home, real estate, vehicle, domestic atmosphere, immovable assets. Remedy: Nose piercing will help along with the tying of apamarg root in the arms and eating apamarga seeds. Remarriage or dual marriage 7th cuspal sublord being mercury or anyhow connected to mercury along with its star
lord having any connection with mercury or placed in any of the dual sign promotes second marriage. 3rd house shows the loss of one’s property 5th house shows the hopes and wishes of other person 10th house shows the house of other person. Ketu: Spine related problems, joint problems, hernia, Urinary problems, Ulcers, cyst or rasoli, any kind of
sexually transmitted disease, sujak rog or gonorrhoea ( private part disease like abnormal discharge from penis or vagina or testicular pain ). This person is having a good name in the field of astrology and providing solutions. 5th house worked as the most important house in his career. 5th house is the primary house of healing. Huge Money :Planet
placed in the nakshatra of the owner of the 6th house or the planet placed in 6th house will bring huge money during its Dasha/Antardasha. Planets active in MAP should signify the result giving houses. Therefore the event will take place when sun will transit in Leo Sign and ketu Nakshatra. Venus: Serving green fodder to black cow or donating a
cow. Ambience and type of property It has been observed that the planet operating at the time of purchasing a property also effects the condition and ambience of property. Now Venus here shows the possibility of having a child as it is untenanted and its nakshatra lord can also deliver the child. Sun: allopathic treatment needs to be done. While
purchasing a property if dasha is anyhow connected to mercury and 7th house. Planets related to 8th and 12th house are like products whose GST you have to pay. Example 2: Divorce Look at the example chart 2. Job & Business… 4. However the marriage will not be possible if 4th house comes at the nakshatra level of 7th cuspal sublord as it shows
the breaking of affair before marriage. Then investment will be good. Saturn: Donate mustard oil in a steel bowl after looking at your shadow inside. Where to get wife and how one will marry If 7th Cuspal sublord is a strong significator of 4th house, then partner may come from the same area or locality. This is the point where an astrologer can
create a difference in your life by telling you the right choice. Venus: Beauty, Love, Passion, Wife, Clothes, Vehicles, Marital Happiness, Harmony, Nature, Pets and animals. Remedy: Perform the remedy for Jupiter Sun: Problem of bones, Heart problem, any organ becoming functionless or weak. Untenanted Planet along with its Nakshatra come
together to form a pair of houses which fructify an event and quality of which is signified by the sub lord. It means at the time when your antardasha will begin. You will resign from the job. There can be fire related accidents also inside the home if mars is connected to houses 8th and 12th. We need your help to maintenance this website. Problem in
profession comes when 8th house is strongly signified. For example, if someone is starting his Saturn antardasha and Saturn was transiting in libra sign. During the dasha of the planets signifying 4, 8 and 11, one will get the inherited property. Getting the loan or given money back combination: 6th signifies: 2 6 11 Not getting or given money getting
stuck: 6th CSL signifies: 5 8 12 CSL Property Purchase of property The promise of purchase of property is seen through the 4th house. Rahu: Donate reddish or throw wodden coal in the flowing water. Reading a Script in KP astrology Some of the very basic rules of KP astrology 1. Here we are discussing the remedies for the diseases and planet
responsible for that. Planets are the energies representing the will of God on human life and they operate through houses by having the lordship of sign in astrology. If 7th cuspal sublord signifies 2 and 11 house shows that there will be reunion in the dasha period of planets signifying 2, 7 and 11. Ketu is also the sublord of 8th CSL. Every 12th house
from a house destroys the signification of that house. Time the event after matching MD and AD with ruling planets. In a horoscope, if 4th Cuspal sublord through its nakshatra or being an untenanted planet shows 4, 11 or 12 shows the promise of purchasing a property. Now look at the 1st cuspal sub lord and you will see why he is free from any
major disease till now. Remedies In astrology Which remedy needs to be performed while working on a problem. These are the planets which indicates a result particularly at the untenanted planet or Nakshatra level and finally confirms the result at sub lord level. Event happening within a Day Whenever an event is about to happen within a day.
Same cuspal sub lord showing 2 6 10 11 shows reopening of the company. Apart from there should be any connection with Mars or Saturn also.the dasha of planets signifying 4 9 11 12 shows the time period of purchasing the property. Remedy: Donate a goat on Wednesday. It is also getting strength from its sublord which is also signifying 6th and
12th house. I have been lucky to receive guidance from Shri. 11th house is the house of all kind of gains. A person is advised to change the doctor or medicines. Health & Longevity… 3. In case of litigation take 4 dry coconut, 4 kg lead and 10kg barley. However if, the star lord / Nakshatra lord of the main cuspal Sub Lord is retrograde, the matter will
not fructify at all.) Rule No. 4 Apart from the natural lord ship. Combination 1 5 9 is good for movable ascendants. Rules of timing of event Rule No. 1 First of all prepare the script of planets and understand it in this way: Planet act as a source of a particular result. 8th house is the pain and suffering and makes the disease chronic. In horary if 10th
CSL signifies 5th or 9th Job goes. Venus: All kind of skin diseases, Allergies and problems related to potency or productivity. Look at the 7th cuspal sub lord venus which is an untenanted planet. These people are very sensitive towards their home environment and mother. Jupiter or in NL of Jupiter: amount will be big and received in one go. Will I get
fired from job: 10th Cuspal Sub lord signifying 8th house along with 5 9 shows suspension from take place in MD/AD of planet signifying 5 8 9. Business will expand and reaches very high. DASHA Pravesh Paddhati Dasha means situation and pravesh means entry. There are many books on KP astrology containing rules and observation on the subject.
Without their love and support, it was not possible for me to think beyond the traditional rules of astrology. 7th house: spouse, Partner, worldly interaction, daily sale or retail store. Every human being wants to remain disease free through out the life but destiny has its own rules. Promotion: 10th cuspal sub lord signifying any of the houses like 2 6 10
11 will give promotion during the dasha of joint significator of 2 6 10 11. 9th house is bad for all the fixed ascendants. One can get a property quite ordinary in looks with normal or below average in ambience. If it shows as much as the number from the combination 2 6 10 11. 1st house signifies body. 6th CSL Sun or in NL of Sun: big amount &
received through govt. We will try to understand this concept through the following examples. Note: In very worst cases, always perform the remedy of mercury and rahu first. Sun: Vital fluid in human body, heart and bones. Example 1: How to choose the best Profession To understand the golden rule 1, please look at the chart given here. I am in
astrology and practicing it from last twenty four years. 1st Cuspal Sub lord through its star lord or being an untenanted planet signifying 2 7 12 + Badhak house signifies short life. If Venus becomes the 4th Cuspal Sub lord: These people usually have a home environment fully equipped with luxury and beauty. The person will make huge money and
shine specially if his 10th Cuspal Sub lord also shows 5th house. Remedy: Use apamarga. Make a pot of pure silver and keep pure basmati rice in it. During the dasha of the planets signifying 4, 6 and 11, one will get a tenant. Mercury: Throw copper coin with the whole in the flowing water. The house will always look beautiful and arranged even if it
is smaller in size. 8th house: Practicing astrology, working as an insurance agent, involved in any technical work, blood donations on regular basis. While having a close look at the Jupiter AD. So always perform charitable deeds so that you won’t get any penalty for not paying natures GST. Partner Running away Dasha of a planet situated in a
movable sign and signifying 3,6,9 and 12 creates a situation where partner runs away from the home. Property… 12 13 36 5. However if 5th CSL signifies 6th and 12th house through its nakshatra or being an untenanted planet, the love affair breaks. Lagna Lord: Moon Moon Star Lord: Ketu Moon Rashi lord: Sun Day Lord : Mars Now if sun is in the
pieces which is ruled by Jupiter. For example if we have ruling planets as shown below. It has been observed that these people encounter ghost like energy inside their home specially during Rahu major or sub period. Nakshatra lord shows the area or the nature of the result. Example 1: In the following birth chart, the native was running the Jupiter
AD in 2000. So we will move to the sign Leo ruled by sun. Whenever sun will transit into a sign and nakshatra ruled by ruling planets, event will take place. It is also seen that one will excel a lot in a particular dasha if the person chooses a profession related to the houses shown by the Nakshatra of MD planet. Therefore it is advised in earlier time to
do charity on regular basis. Will I be able to get my inherited property? None of these planets are there in the ruling planets. I have noticed that a doctor have all the combinations of a patient having the most serious diseases. job. However if any MD is showing 5 8 12 & its Sub Lord is also showing 5th house then one will get ditched by the partner.
Sixth Cuspal sub lord tells you the disease which will surely and individual going to have in his life time. They love to have a garden inside their home or having their home in green environment like hills and forests. 3rd house:marketing, younger, sibling, printing, communication, media, short travel, attraction hobbies, writing. Mars good: Throw
patisha in the flowing water. Reinstating in job: 10th CSL showing 2 6 10 11 shows getting job back. Who will give the loan 6th CSL Signifying: Sun & 9th: through father Sun & 10th : Government Mars & 3rd : Through brother Jupiter & 5th : Through Child Saturn & 7th : Wife Venus & 8th : In Laws Venus & 11th : Friends and family Moon & 4th:
Mother Mercury & 3rd : Through Neighbour Also if 6th CSL signifying 4th house shows getting loan by mortgaging property, 2nd shows through jewellery, 6th shows where you are doing the job, 8th shows through insurance policy. This karak should make a relation with the star lord of the main Cuspal Sub Lord under consideration. Which
Profession I Should do?? If 7th cuspal Sublord is mercury or connected to it and becomes the significator of 3rd house. Take out the common planets between RPs and fruitful significators. 12th house: Meditation, going to shopping mall and spending there, long journeys to places where environment changes, going to hospitals on regular basis and
having food or spending some time there and doing charity regularly. The couple divorced just after few years of the marriage. Effective remedies for all the planets Listed here are the most common and effective remedies for all the planets. Then one will invest in his profession or business. Jupiter: Put kesar or saffron on navel, tongue and forehead.
If Ketu becomes the 4th Cuspal Sub lord: These people got their home changed within four year of their birth. This way you can predict a lot just by looking at the ruling planet. Advanced embedding details, examples, and help! Thank you for interesting in our services. The transit of lagan will be considered. Many times they get a two or three sided
home. In case of month it is sun, Moon will be taken for the day and Lagna for the hour of happening. In this case if planet placed in 10th house or the lord of 10th house in the nakshatra of planet placed in 8th or the lord of 8th bring very severe problem. But the Nakshatra which comes under cancer are ruled by Jupiter , Saturn and Mercury. 2nd
house:family, childhood, money accumulated, banking, food we eat, speech. Mars: Energy, Strength, Anger, Conflict, younger sibling, weapons, Accidents, Litigation, debts, Landed property. Ruling planet of that particular time, needs to be considered. Transfer: 10th cuspal sub lord signifying 3rd house shows transfer. Also if any planet placed in 6th
house or the lord of 6 th house placed in the nakshatra of planet placed in 8th or the lord of 8th. The property purchased might be done because of any commercial use. Then it will bring major changes in profession. Dasha lord and its nakshatra lord if placed in fixed sign, don’t leave the job. If one choose a career related to this house , success rate
becomes very high. Example 2: Problems in profession This is a chart of a minister who is convicted in an oil scam because of which he has to resign. The channel contains a wealth of information on many other subjects also like astro Vastu and kabbalah Numerology. If Saturn becomes the 4th Cuspal Sub lord: They usually have large number of old
aged people inside their house. If you are already performing an activity related to a bad house, then the intensity of that house get lowered. I am really amazed to see that Rahul ji at a very young age has so much of in depth knowledge of astrology. Example 1: Love Marriage As discussed above, love marriage will take place when 7th CSL shows 5th
house at nakshatra level. Take a tin box and fill it with green saunf. Each sign lies less than 30 degree only. If 10th Cupsal sublord through its nakshatra or being an untenanted planet shows the houses 3, 5 or 10 shows the promise of sale of property. Good health is indicated if 1st cuspal sub lord through its nakshatra or being an untenanted planet
shows the houses 1, 5 , 9 and 11. Marriage & Relationship Promise of marriage Marriage is promised in one’s life if 7th cuspal sublord through its nakshatra lord or being an untenanted planet signifies any of the houses 2, 7 or 11. Still the 6th Cuspal Sub lord and its nakshatra through their planetary significations shows the diseases one will surely
going to have in a person’s life. Finally it is the sub lord which will finally decide that result will fructify or not and the person will enjoy the result or not. Moon and venus: Homeopathy will work. Now look at the Mars in the chart which is clearly showing the birth possibility of child during this period. I always wonder why he used to say so. I always
noticed that he used to advice people to visit hospitals court and police stations on frequent basis and drink or having some food there. Ruling Planets Event Happening within a year Whenever any event has to take place within a year. Also 5 9 should be there in the MD/AD for leaving the job. If Jupiter becomes the 4th Cuspal Sub lord: These people
normally have houses quite bigger in size as Jupiter represent expansion. Then one will have very huge financial loss or loss through servant during its Dasha and antardasha. 12th house is the loss to self and hospitalization. Fame Status Karma politics government recognition 11th house: fulfillment, gains and profits, friend circle, philanthropic
institution, NGO clubs, societies. For example, in case of marriage or vehicles, Venus should also take into account. However it is mostly seen and observed that one do profession related to those house only which 10Th cuspal sub lord signify. That sign lord will give you a real picture of the coming time. Logically if you are visiting these places when
houses related to these places are getting activated in MAP. For example, If Mars is an untenanted planet , and it becomes the cuspal Sub lord of 5th House . It got stuck by govt and friends. Business Getting down or closed: Planet placed in 10th or 7th house house or the lord of 10th house or 7th house placed in the nakshatra of planet placed in 8th
or the lord of 8th. My greatest thanks to my whole family specially my wife Mrs. Therefore the event will take place when Moon will transit in Leo Sign and ketu Nakshatra. Then in that AD you will get a new job while having the present one. Rules for timing of event… 49 7. Saturn: Eye sight, every kind of chronic cough, Asthma, Gout ( ghathiya or
arthritis ) Remedy: Throw seven dry coconut for seven consecutive Saturdays. Planet: Source Nakshatra: Result Sub Lord: Quality of Result In Terms of strength: Planet< Nakshatra< Sub lord For example , if Jupiter is placed in 4th house, its nakshatra is there in the 8th house and sub lord is in 11th house. Also there will be lesser need of performing
any remedy related to 8th house. Desired happiness will not be there. 1st house is the house of individual himself and his body. Rise & Fall in profession: Planet signifying 2 6 10 11 combination or the majority of such houses are the planets which gives rise in profession Planets signifying the combination of 5 8 12 & 6 8 12 are the planets which bring
huge problems in your career. Basics of KP Astrology…1 2. Mix them and throw them in the flowing water. Badhak house is also a very dangerous house but its different for all types of Lagna. If you look at the chart of a hospitalized patient and a doctor, you will notice that both have 6th, 8th and 12th house in operation in MAP. Should I get into
business after leaving job: 10th cuspal sub lord connected to mercury or dual sign also signifying 7th house. Now look at the 1st CSL Jupiter and its nakshatra lord ketu. 6th house is the primary house of disease. Then the partner comes through Vivah mandal. Now you have two options, either you pay your GST regularly or you have to pay it all of a
sudden with a huge penalty. Now look at the date when Mars AD got started. Rule No. 8 Deliver the judgement and thanks your guru, pitra and almighty for blessing you with the divine knowledge. If Mars becomes the 4th Cuspal Sub lord: These people don’t have a very peaceful domestic life. In coming Mars antardasha she conceived and just after
two months she had a miscarriage related to same. Ruling planets are the planets which rules a particular moment with reference to the position of Ascendent and Moon of that time. Physical relation in affair There will be physical relation in affair If 5th Cuspal sublord signifies 7th house. Investing in business or profession: If MD lord is the Lord of
2,6,10 or any planet placed in these houses. gayatri mantra for all the planets Sun (
) Om Asva dhvajaya vidmahe, pasha hasteye dhimahi, Tanno Suryah prachodayat ! Moon (
) Om Nisa karaaya vidmahe, kalanaathaya dhimahi, Tanno Somah prachodayat ! Mars (
) Om Angarkaya vidmahe, bhoomi palaya dhimahi, Tanno Kujah
prachodayat ! Mercury (
) Om Budha grahaya vidmahe, Indu putraya dhimahi, Tanno somya prachodayat ! Jupiter (
) Om Sura achaarya Vidmahe, Sura shreshtaya dhimahi, tanno guruh prachodayat ! Venus (
) Om Rajad abhaaya vidmahe, Brigu suthaya dhimahi, Tanno sukrah prachodayat ! Saturn (
) Om Sanaischaraya vidhamhe,
Sooryaputraya dhimahi, Tanno manda prachodayat ! Rahu (
) Om Sook dantaya vidmahe, Ugra roopaya dhimahi, Tanno Rahuh Prachodayat ! Ketu (
) Om Chitra varnaya vidhmahe, sarparoopaya dhimahi, Tanno Ketu Prachodayat ! About the Book This book is the first book on KP astrology published by Shri Rahul Kaushik JI. by Rahul Kaushik
© copyright 2019 www.jyotishvedang.com YouTube Channel : Jyotish Vedang By Rahul Kaushik Edited by Anuj Gaur Preface This book is dedicated to my Guru Shri KN Rao ji with whose blessing and guidance I am able to write this book on KP astrology. 9th house is the house of luck, thereby representing god grace. Now look at the mars, the most
beneficial planet for education in this chart showing 4 11 at sub lord level. Now look at the Jupiter. Ketu: Intention, Occultism (Tantra & Mantra), spirituality, detachment, isolation, liberation or moksha. Apart from the above said names , my student are also being a driving force in my life. In a horary chart, if 9th Cuspal Sublord signifies 6th or 8th
through its nakshatra or being an untenanted planet. Now untenanted venus in this chart along with its nakshatra lord clearly signifies 6th & 10th house. 12th house: Investment, expenditure, shopping mall, foreign, meditation, jail, Hospital, research, import and export, innovation, charity. If Moon becomes the 4th Cuspal Sub lord: These people
usually have a big water source near to their house. Sometimes we also take the 5th ruling planet which is Lagna Star lord and in hierarchy it comes to the top order but it is optional. JOB: Tenth cuspal sub lord strongly signify 6th shows the person will do job. If 7th cuspal Sublord through its nakshatra lord or being an untenanted planet signifies 4th
house, then there will be breakup before the marriage. Also they get land or house through govt or the house in which they are living is having a govt. They have large number of window and gates in their houses. Apart from that, planet placed in the 6th house in the bhav chalet chart also gives disease as per their karaktatwa in their respective dasha
and antardasha. So the result felt here during this period will be that of Venus. For more effects on home environment, we need to check the sign placement of ketu as the sign lord will contribute a lot here. As we all know that 5th house represent healing, providing solutions, advisory, product development, Performing arts and creativity. 5th Cuspal
Sub lord or its nakshatra lord through their planet karaktatwa gives you an idea about which treatment has to be used to come out of the disease. 2019 Appreciation I am working as a senior administrator and civil engineer with govt. Rahul ji during the course of my astrological journey. Rule No. 7 After picking out the MAP planets, transit will come
into play to find out the exact time. My true astrological journey started when I attended international astrology course conducted by Bhartiya vidya bhavan in October 2013 under the guidance of Shri KN Rao ji. Mercury: pulmonary system, respiratory disease, motor segment of spinal cord, nervous disorder, acute depression, deafness, epilepsy.
Mercury or in NL of Mercury: less amount & received in instalments. 2. In this case fruitful significators are the planet which will actually deliver the event. When will my tenant vacate the house? This is how we can predict any event which has to take place within a year. Otherwise you need to forget the investment made. To keep our site running,
we need your help to cover our server cost (about $400/m), a small donation will help us a lot. Also donation of goat will help. However there is exception to this rule in some cases. Before making astrology as a full time profession. Mars: Governs the red bone marrow, hemoglobin, governs the genitals , accidents, wound injuries. Divorce in marriage:
There will be divorce if 7th cuspal sublord through its nakshatra lord or being an untenanted planet signifies the houses 6, 10 and 12. Moon: Thoughts, Feelings, Emotions, Mental attitude, Mother, Mind, Memory, Sleep, Imagination, General happiness and Peace of mind.
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